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Abstract
This research project looks to create a better system to rank college football
teams in playoff contention. It uses surveys of coaches to create a weighted guideline to
evaluate wins and losses for each team. This constructs a value for adjusted wins that
is based on coaches’ data but strays away from the inherent bias that any single coach
would have when ranking teams. The resulting Top 25 were then compared to the
College Football Playoff final regular season rankings to gauge the success of the new
system. The Adjusted Wins system that was established properly picked 13 out of the
16 bowl games, 81.25%, while the College Football Playoff ranking system picked 10
out of the 16 bowls games, 62.5%. The results illustrate the new system can be a more
transparent and viable system for picking the playoff teams in college football.
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Introduction
The College Football Playoff is a relatively new idea in the top level of college
football. It began in 2014 after the end of the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) era of
bowl games that were determined by computer ranking for 15 years. This new system
has been in place for 8 seasons of college football and has not been without
controversy itself. While it is mostly agreed upon that four teams in a playoff is a better
system than the BCS, the way the teams are picked is not transparent and can be
confusing due to the varying methods of each system used in the BCS (Sports Desk
2014). The major talking points come from the 13 members of the College Football
Playoff Committee that vote on the teams that will make it into the playoff. This selection
process is often criticized as personal bias seems to drive decisions in specific rankings
and match ups (Oplinger 2021). Ranking has become increasingly hard with more
teams playing National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) football as top rated
teams often play others with much lower skill and it is hard to compare two teams that
never actually meet or have any common opponents (Annis and Wu 2006). Even
comparing the results from the committee picks with the BCS system and other
computer models creates slightly varying results (Communist Football 2018).
While these errors in picking the top four teams for the final playoff may only be
one team a year or incorrectly seeding a team, this can have a major impact on the
sport and the schools involved. First, missing out on a national championship changes
the landscape of college football as many coaches’ careers and contracts depend on
winning, and many of the coordinators for the national championship winning team often
go on to highly sought-after head coaching jobs. Second, there is a major impact on
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schools as being in the college football playoff is a major advertising tool for a
university. For at least a month and a half four universities will constantly be talked
about and looked at by a nationwide audience. This is backed up by looking at the huge
increase in applications for schools following a national championship win where the
team had a meteoric rise out of mediocrity (Chung 2013). While getting put in front of an
audience of millions, the conference the school plays in will also receive a payment of
$6 million dollars, as of 2021 (Business of College Sports 2022). This is a $2 million
dollar increase over the non-playoff bowl payout of $4 million dollars. These events
create major positives for the schools involved and should be afforded to those teams
that deserve to be there.
The importance of getting the correct four teams is paramount as those who
deserve to be in the playoff should be rewarded with all of the distinction they have
earned. To get this right, I first looked into computer-based systems. The BCS system
did an adequate job of combining multiple human polls with computer ranking systems;
however, it lacked the ability to weigh any margin of victory (Harville 2003). The current
committee is also packed with athletic directors that have some football background but
are not experts in the game like head coaches are. Head coaches and writers are as
good as the best computer modeling system at ranking teams because they are able to
rank teams on intangibles that many computational methods cannot consider (Martinich
2002). Therefore, it is imperative that a new ranking system looks at head coaches as
experts and tries to understand how they determine rankings to create a better system.
While there are plenty of ranking systems and polls currently used, my research
creates a simplistic alternative to the College Football Playoff Selection Committee by
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researching the most important points that must be considered when ranking teams
from a coaching and professional journalistic point of view. This new ranking system
allows for transparency, fairness, and accuracy to help college football fans and
journalists better rank and understand college football teams from the coaches’ point of
view.

Current Ranking Systems
In college football there are currently three main ranking systems for Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) football: the Associated Press (AP) Top 25 poll, the Amway
Coaches poll, and the NCAA College Football Playoff (CFP) rankings. One former
method referred to as the Bowl Championship Series (BCS), was used to determine the
participants in a singular championship game from 1998 to 2013. Other minor analytical
methods have been used such as Sagarin Ratings, ESPN Football Power Index, and
Massey-Peabody rankings. These methods all rely on slightly different factors with
many of them accepting a specific type of bias such as reliance on pure on-field stats or
probability of winning. These methods with their biases are not adequate in creating a
proper ranking system and leave the need for a more substantial system to be put into
place.
The most important ranking system to look into is the College Football Playoff
rankings as they are the determinant for playoff game rankings, New Year’s Six bowl
games, and indirectly, all other bowl games. This ranking system has such a large
impact due to the domino effect that comes from picking the bowl games. After the four
playoff teams are selected, bowl game hosts get to invite teams for their game based on
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their prestige. Therefore, the ranking of teams affects which bowl games will pick which
team and which teams will be left for the lower tier games.
The biggest issue with the CFP rankings is the lack of transparency from the
voting board. The system is made up of a committee of 13 people with a background in
college athletics. The most recent committee was made up of 8 athletics directors, 3
former players, 1 former head coach, and 1 professor. These members each have their
own personal biases towards their teams. While the members are not allowed to vote if
a team they have a direct relationship with is being voted on, they still can participate in
the discussion on the overall rankings after each secret ballot round is finished (College
Football Playoff 2017). This can create an influence on other members. Further,
members can vote on their rivals or other teams in their respective conferences. This
imposes another source of bias as an athletic director may wish to keep a rival out of
the rankings and voting for a team in one’s own conference can be advantageous as
the money that goes to the conference for getting into the playoffs can reach the
schools through either direct payments or splitting it across the conference. The
system’s use of 13 members creates major room for flaws and errors that should not be
incorporated into a high stakes situation.
The Associated Press Top 25 poll is the second major ranking system and is
used as the main system before the CFP puts out their first rankings on week 9. The
poll surveys 61 sportswriters and broadcasters throughout the country. Each member
creates an individual ranking for their top 25, and each team is then given points based
on their position. The 61 rankings are added up, and one single ranking is created.
While the large amount of survey members is a positive towards this poll, many of the
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voters are picked based on the teams they cover, not the region. This can lead to a
geographic bias as the writers are unable to watch every single game each week as
they have to focus on the teams they will be covering (Billson 2016). Further, one
common theme is the sportswriters following the bigger teams in each state are
expected to know more about football than the small school guys, but that is not true.
Each sportswriter is noted as “a true professional”, with their opinionated polls not
backed only on bias (Billson 2016). This leads to voters across the nation giving more
votes to historic or better-known schools even if they have not personally seen their
games.
The Amway coaches’ poll is very similar to the AP, but it tries to focus on the
experts in college football, the coaches. Much like the AP, the coaches poll surveys 62
coaches each week to determine a top 25. Each individual ranking is added up together
to create one cumulative poll for the top 25. The poll has the same issues as with the
AP. The bias in the coaches’ poll is tilts toward favoritism of a coaches’ own team and
conference (Stodnick and Wysong 2012). Some coaches have gone as far as to
exclude or devalue teams in their rankings for personal reasons, as when Dabo
Swinney ranked Ohio State at number 11 even though they were undefeated due to
them playing fewer games due to Covid-19 (Cobb 2021). This is an example of a coach
trying to prove a point about the current season. This is a stance on a principle, but it
was only targeted at a single team instead of the entire Big Ten. This detracts from the
validity of their responses in the poll. Further, this demonstrates that many coaches over
rank teams or under rank teams to make themselves look better, continuing to not give
a true ranking.
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The BCS system was created in 1998 to create a guaranteed national
championship game. In the previous years a champion was decided after the bowl
games, but the number 1 and 2 ranked teams would only meet if they were in
conferences that met in a major bowl game. In other situations, the outcome would not
be as concrete, like in 1994, top ranked Penn State and Nebraska did not play each
other and had separate bowl games based on their conference affiliation. Both teams
won their game, and Nebraska was crowned national champions based on poll position.
The BCS system was the first major cumulative ranking system that valued the average
of multiple polls, computer rankings, and a strength of schedule. The BCS system
valued human polls over computer ranking systems and created an average for each
team based on all systems. This poll did have its faults as it valued margin of victory
early on then switched away from it even though the data point is effective for ranking
teams in a win/loss system, especially when a point spread cap is utilized (Harville
1977). The poll was later disregarded once the playoff was introduced as a committee
was created to pick the top four teams.
The three previously mentioned polls are the frontrunners for ranking teams, but
three other analytics-based polls are often evaluated to give a different perspective that
takes out human interference. These polls, Sagarin Ratings, ESPN Football Power
Index, and Massey-Peabody focus on data and metrics to evaluate each team. Sagarin
Ratings use a secret formula to rate teams but most likely come from Sagarin’s past
working for the BCS system. He deems that point differential and quality wins were
important and should be key factors in ranking. While Sagarin believes his rankings are
good enough to predict each game, he utilizes two different systems, one with and one
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without point differential, that can sometimes digress. ESPN Football Power Index (FPI)
is created by taking offensive, defensive, and special teams analytics into account to
create a probability for each team to win the national championship. This can create
problematic results as in week 2 of the 2017-2018 season Ohio State lost to Oklahoma
at home but still remained at number 1, one rank above Oklahoma (Hunt 2017). This
illustrates that an analytical method cannot rely purely on probabilities from performance
stats and must consider win-loss outcomes. Finally, Massey-Peabody rankings utilize
rushing, passing, scoring, and play success statistics. This creates an on-field dynamic
that is very transparent. This method does falter as it relies on small adjustments such
as homefield advantage, game situation, and league wide performance (MasseyPeabody 2021). This creates inaccuracies as no game level data is considered, which
can lead to the same issues as the ESPN FPI. All three of these analytical methods
serve to create individual ranking systems but have serious negative factors in the way
each team is ranked. Removing a focus on human responses entirely from their
systems and focusing on data creates an overfocused method that can diverge from onfield results and win-loss data.

Methods
After evaluating each of the previously researched ranking systems, two major
factors stick out. The bias in personalized ranking systems create errors in ranking,
especially as the number of rankers decreases. The computer models often lack any
professional or human elements that cause multiple on-field results and intangible
elements to be ignored to the detriment of the system. The BCS system tried to fix this
by using an average of both types of systems but failed as it only compounded the
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errors instead of alleviating them. Therefore, to create an improved system the variables
that are considered must be determined by experts in the field, but the actual ranking of
the teams must be done in an analytical way that limits the amount of bias in the
selections of the top teams.
Utilizing the correct variables for the ranking system equation is the most crucial
part of ensuring the model is effective. In order to do this and avoid the errors of
preceding systems, I decided that collecting expert data on the most important variables
for ranking would be the best way to make sure a human touch was incorporated in the
system but making sure the entire system was an analytical equation prevented the
individual bias from the polling. This new way of ranking teams adds the best features
from the previous methods while attempting to stay away from their downfalls. The next
step was to define “expert”. For this research, experts were determined to be any head,
assistant, or position coach and further included any back room staff such as analysts,
graduate assistants (GAs), and staff that worked in the day to day operations of the
team. These people have climbed their way up to their position through years of playing,
coaching, and watching college football and best can describe what it takes to be a
good team and a champion.
To collect the data from coaches, the survey attached in Appendix A was
decided upon due to its low cost and ease of mass distribution. Before creating a survey
to send out to coaches, the variables on it needed to be determined to create a concise
version that is easily answerable and does not take too much time, increasing the
number of coaches that would respond. To solidify which variables would be added, an
interview with a local reporter Mike Uva that played college football and covers it
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regularly for WACH-TV Columbia was arranged. During the interview, differing variables
were examined for ranking that would later be included in a Google survey sent out to
coaches. The variables looked at were wins, road wins, wins versus top 25 opponents,
wins in rivalry games, conference wins, non-conference wins, losses, losses as an
underdog, losses as a favorite, strength of schedule, strength of conference, point
differential, turnover differential, penalties, and experience. One extra variable,
intangibles, was created to give the coaches a chance to include another idea that was
not mentioned. This variable was negligible as no user-input response was repeated
more than three times. For wins versus rivals, each team’s rivalry games were
determined if they fit two categories: if they have been actively played over the last
twenty years, and if both teams denote each other as rivals on either their team
websites or on ESPN. Each team was allowed to count up to a maximum of three rivalry
games. This creates a bias against teams with less rivalry games on their schedule;
however, this can be eased by adding a non-conference top 25 game onto the
schedule. These variables, along with the coaches’ school and role on their team were
compiled into a single Google survey that allowed for each item to be ranked with the
options: most important, very important, moderately important, slightly important, or no
importance.
Collecting the coaches’ data for the survey began with locating the individual
email of each coach. This was achieved by scraping each of the 130 FBS football
teams’ websites for any coaching contact information. These websites usually were
found under a football subpage or athletic directory. Each school had a different number
of direct links to their coaches available. 49 teams did not have any openly accessible
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data for any of their coaching staff. From the other 81 teams, 654 coaches’ emails were
found and added to the mailing list. While not the entirety of the 130 teams, the 81
teams represented 62.3% of all FBS teams and includes at least one team from each of
the 9 conferences and the independents. Most of the emails were direct links to the
coaches’ inboxes that they ostensibly check. However, some of these emails went
directly to secretaries, public relations personnel, or recruiting directors. When the
emails were sent to the latter group, some would respond and pass the email on while
others would let the email just be deleted or forgotten about.
There was a low expected response rate as many of the coaches are either
busy or hard to reach. Therefore, I casted a large net. Additionally, the data was
collected between December of 2021 and February of 2022, the most active time for
coaches to be fired and hired. This caused multiple emails to find dead mailboxes of
coaches that had been fired or moved on from their position. These factors increase the
likelihood of a low response rate for the survey. To encourage responses, each email
included a note that the survey would only take two to three minutes, all information
would be confidential, and a secondary reminder would be sent in a week’s time. After
the first round of emails were sent and responses came in, each person that had not
responded was sent the same email again as a reminder in case they missed the first
one. The following week, a third and last email was sent along the same lines, but
instead of a reminder, a final notice was added. The emails stopped at three to avoid
hassling and spamming the inboxes of the coaches.
Following the three rounds of emails, there were a total of 60 respondents from
54 different schools. These responses represent a 9.2% response rate across the board
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with 41.5% of teams represented from 7 conferences. The coaches ranked the
variables of wins, wins versus top 25 opponents, road wins, losses, strength of
schedule, conference wins, strength of conference, losses as a favorite, wins in rivalry
games, non-conference wins, and losses as an underdog the most important in order.
These results can be viewed in Table I where the raw responses from the survey are
tabulated. The other variables: point differential, turnover differential, penalties, and
experience, were not given adequate ranking points to be discussed as most coaches
ranked them either not important or excluded them entirely.
Some variables were later deemed to be inconsequential no matter the response
from coaches due to extensive research from secondary sources that showed these
variables to be unimportant. Point differential, or margin of victory is useful as margin of
victory is more predictive than only using win-loss data (Barrow et al. 2013). However,
in college a margin cap may need to be instated as without it blowing out smaller teams
is incentivized (Martinich 2002). Further, margin of victory focuses on the entirety of the
season instead of individual games and a smoothing factor should be in place in
calculating the rating of a team (Vaziri et al. 2018). It is also seen to be effective at
ranking teams as the one team that did not incorporate it, the Seattle Times, did much
worse than other methods that used margin of victory (Martinich 2002). As a result of
the nature of the variable, margin of victory was surveyed as point differential it and was
accounted for using betting lines for losses. The spread of a game was used to
determine who is the favorite or the underdog in each game and a team was rewarded
or punished in rankings based on their ability to play with the spread. The BCS ranking
system is one of the few analytical systems that used margin of victory in its infancy
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before changing in 2004. Sagarin ratings still use point differential, but the ESPN FPI
and the Massey-Peabody system do not use it.
The previous variables that were surveyed: point differential, turnover differential,
penalties, and experience, were therefore not used in the final data analysis as they did
not show high positive response rates and/or had literature that supported their
exclusion. The other variables were then averaged by weight of the importance for the
coaches’ responses. The average was then weighted per win to equate all variables into
the same perspective. This allows for losses to be seen as a type of win, and if
subtracted from the wins number, a loss equates to a negative win, thus allowing for a
final value that is based on wins alone.
Accordingly, the final model measures adjusted wins as each variable is
weighted based on the percent of a win that it is. For example, based on Table II, a road
win is equivalent to 0.865 wins. For each road win a team has on their schedule, the
value will be multiplied by the weight 0.865 and added to the other wins. This considers
each variable as related to wins based on the coach’s input. The equation uses the
coaches’ data to create an analytical ranking system that, while based on expert
information, does not carry their biases.
After creating the equation, I found the team data for each variable from the week
following the conference championship games and plugged it into the equation. The
week following the championship game was chosen for two specific reasons. First, this
is the last week before any bowl games are played and is considered the end of the
regular season for college football. This point provides the most information about their
games played that a team can offer before being selected for a bowl game. Second, this
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is the week the College Football Playoff committee selects their final four teams for the
playoff. By using the same data set and information they receive, my new method, the
Adjusted Wins ranking system, can be tested against the CFP system on an even
playing field. The large set of data points also helps to strengthen the Adjusted Wins
system, because it relies on wins and the quality of the wins; hence, the more games
teams play the easier differentiating them becomes. The last data points, strength of
schedule (S.o.S.) and strength of conference (S.o.C.), were found using average
opponent rank and conference performance from the same week (Power Rankings
Guru 2021). The use of S.o.S. follows research that demonstrates the three most
important factors in any ranking system are strength of the opponents, schedule, and
the ability to not reward a team for factors beyond their control (Vaziri et al. 2018).
Utilizing the betting lines and spread for losses creates an issue where teams are
rewarded for playing well late and losing early when they may still be an underdog in a
game. This gives an advantage to teams that perform better towards the end of the
season and would be considered “hot” or “in-form.” For independent teams, strength of
conference was not determined as all of their wins are non-conference and the S.o.C.
variable would multiply with zero conference wins. The exact date chosen gave the
maximum amount of data for each team before being chosen for the playoffs and
properly ranked each the conference and schedule strength of each team without taking
preseason guesses. This created a new top 25 ranking that was able to be tested using
the bowl games following the final College Football Playoff ranking.
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Data
Table I. Raw data from coaches’ responses based on survey items.

Rating
Most
Very
Moderate
Slightly
None

Wins
42
18

Road
Wins
18
35
7

Top 25
Wins
24
29
5
2

WV
Rivals
14
19
20
6
1

Conf.
W
24
11
25

N-Conf. W
8
17
22
13

Losses
19
35
6

Losses as
Fav
17
19
12
12

Losses as
U
6
7
27
15
5

S.o.S
18
32
4
8

Table II. Data converted into an average, then weighted per win.

Category
Wins
Top 25 W
Road wins
Losses
S.o.S.
Conf. W
S.o.C.
Losses Fav
W V Rival
N-Conf. W
Losses U

Average
3.7
3.3
3.2
3.1
3
3
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.7
1.7

Per win
1
0.891891892
0.864864865
0.837837838
0.810810811
0.810810811
0.72972973
0.72972973
0.702702703
0.72972973
0.459459459

Weighting
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11

Discussion
After collecting all of the survey data and placing it into Table I, the data was then
averaged out to find the score for each variable. These scores illustrate the opinions of
the coaches on a mass scale, limiting the bias that is seen if the coaches were to pick
individual teams like in the Amway Coaches Poll. To do this Equation 1 was used to find
the average of the responses. This gave a value based out of 4, as seen in Table II,
where the higher the value the more important each variable is. These values for each
response were created by giving each importance a value 1 through 4 and giving no

S.o.Conf
5
44
11
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importance a negative value. The negative value comes in to illustrate which voted upon
variables were the least liked and anything that averaged less than 1 was discarded.
The variables were then all divided by the value for wins, 3.7, to create a baseline
weighting per win for all variables. The ability to weight each variable per win is
imperative for the system. By allowing for wins to be the most important item, adjusted
wins can be calculated by gauging the importance of each special type of win: road, top
25, etcetera. This weighting per win further ensures that all values besides wins will be
less than one, giving wins the most importance while also allowing for each of the other
variables to be used as additive or subtractive values to the final system.
1. 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

The weights of each variable in Table II were then used to create the final ranking
equation. In making the equation, adjusted wins was decided upon as the main variable
as it reflects the idea behind the system the best; a system that evaluates each win and
the quality of the win for an adjusted value that is subtracted by an adjusted loss value
that considers the expected outcome of the game for rankings. By basing everything
upon the most important variable, wins, all other minor variables add to the adjusted
wins value to enhance or detract from the final number.
The final equation can be simplified to wins minuses losses. However, breaking wins
and losses down into their individual adjustments is more complicated. The adjusted
wins is calculated from wins, road wins, top 25 wins, wins versus rivals, conference, and
non-conference wins while weighting each of them per win as seen in Table II. Each of
the categories of wins are considered special addiitions to a normal win. This is due to
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their ability to increase the toughness of a specific game. Top 25 wins are important as
they determine how many teams an individual team has beaten that were also topnotch. Rivalry and conference games are deemed more important due to their nature.
Winning bragging rights over a rival or a higher ranking in a conference not only
illustrates good play on the field but can help a team in recruiting. Hence, the reason
teams often play harder in these games. Road games are a significant factor in college
football as many crowds are packed with 80% home fans that can disrupt an away’s
team ability to play. Adjusted losses are calculated by adding losses and losses as a
favorite while subtracting losses as an underdog and weighting each variable based on
the coaches’ responses in Table I. Adding a per win weighting to losses but subtracting
it from adjusted wins creates a system where a loss is treated as negative 0.837 wins.
This enables for one final value instead of separating wins and losses. The dispersion
between losses as a favorite and losses as an underdog is to enable a slight adjustment
to the total loss number. Any loss as a favorite will increase the loss value and therefore
decrease adjusted wins, but any loss as an underdog will decrease the loss value and
increase adjusted wins. This simply prevents a team that is in the middle of the top 25
from having a huge detrimental effect from playing and losing to multiple teams above
them.
The wins and losses are then multiplied by a strength of schedule (S.o.S.) multiplier
and a strength of conference (S.o.C.) multiplier for conference games. The strength of
schedule multiplier is used because not everyone plays the same teams, and some
teams get easier schedules than others. Equation 2 illustrates that S.o.S. is calculated
by taking a team’s S.o.S. ranking and dividing it by the total number of teams to create a
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value that is higher for better S.o.S. The value is then multiplied by the weighting per
win determined by the coaches’ survey and added to one to create a multiplier effect.
These steps are essential in creating a larger S.o.S. value teams with a better S.o.S.
ranking. For example, if team A has a S.o.S. ranking of 1, their value before weighting
would be 0.992, whereas if team B has a S.o.S. ranking of 50, their value before
weighting would be 0.603. If the values are just divided by the total teams instead,
Team A would have a pre weighed value of 0.008 and team B a value of 0.397.
Equations 2 and 3 work to reward teams with a better ranking for S.o.S. with a larger
value for the variable. S.o.C., Equation 3, is calculated the same way except for dividing
the value by the 10 total conferences instead of the 124 total teams. These values are
used as multipliers with the value for the variables being 0<x<1 then added to one to
create a final variable value between 1 and 2. If a team is ranked last in either variable,
they will receive a multiplier of 1. The strength of the games played creates an
increased difficulty for the wins. The final equation for adjusted wins is illustrated in
Equation 4 with strength of schedule and strength of conference shown in Equation 2
and 3 respectively.
2. 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 (𝑆. 𝑜. 𝑆) =
3. 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑆. 𝑜. 𝐶) =

∗𝑤 +1
∗𝑤 +1

4. 𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑠 = (𝑆. 𝑜. 𝑆. )(𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑇𝑜𝑝 25 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑅𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝑤 +
𝑅𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝑤 + (𝑆. 𝑜. 𝐶. )(𝐶𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∗ 𝑤 ) − 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 ∗
𝑤 − 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 ∗ 𝑤 + 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑈𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑜𝑔 ∗ 𝑤 )
Equation 4 creates the final value for each team designated as “adjusted wins.”
Each win is accounted for and gives a larger positive factor based on its importance.
Losses subtract from the win total, but losses as an underdog slightly increase adjusted
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wins. Each determination of favorites was ascertained by looking at the Las Vegas
betting lines prior to the start of the game. The final results of each team is placed into
Table III with the Adjusted Win ranking next to the College Football Playoff ranking and
a note if the team changed any positions. The biggest moving teams were Iowa moving
up 10 positions and BYU losing 8 positions.

Table III. Adjusted Wins Top 25 compared to the College Football Playoff rankings

Team
Alabama
Georgia
Michigan
Oklahoma State
Iowa
Ohio State
Baylor
Ole Miss
Cincinnati
Michigan State
Notre Dame
Pitt
Utah
Wake Forest
Oklahoma
Oregon
Arkansas
Houston
Clemson
San Diego Sate
BYU
Louisiana Lafayette
Kentucky
NC State
Texas A&M

Adjusted Wins
58.52344685
53.25744407
50.22819907
49.74494593
47.15405155
45.8165483
44.66700743
43.6214601
42.96318786
41.48826225
39.42793186
38.10039847
37.32360692
35.05044124
34.772319
34.73712174
34.59122696
30.49277675
29.95291835
29.83030015
29.66222696
29.16380737
27.49183009
27.41895633
18.96718024

CFP Ranking New Ranking
1
1
3
2
2
3
9
4
15
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
4
9
10
10
5
11
12
12
11
13
17
14
16
15
14
16
21
17
20
18
19
19
24
20
13
21
23
22
22
23
18
24
25
25

Change
0
1
-1
5
10
0
0
0
-5
0
-6
0
-2
3
1
-2
4
2
0
4
-8
1
-1
-6
0
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Table IV. Comparing ranked bowl games for both systems.

Team A
#1 Alabama
#7 Baylor
#6 Ohio State

Adjusted Wins Bowl Games
Team B
Winner
#2 Georgia
Georgia
#8 Ole Miss
Baylor
#13 Utah
Ohio State

#4 Oklahoma State
#5 Iowa
#17 Arkansas
#2 Georgia
#1 Alabama
#10 Michigan State
#15 Oklahoma
#19 Clemson
#20 San Diego State
#14 Wake Forest
#18 Houston
#21 BYU
#22 UL Lafayette

#11 Notre Dame
#23 Kentucky
Penn State
#3 Michigan
#9 Cincinnati
#12 Pitt
#16 Oregon
Iowa State

Oklahoma State
Kentucky
Arkansas
Georgia
Alabama
Michigan State
Oklahoma
Clemson

UTSA
San Diego State
Rutgers
Wake Forest
Auburn
Houston
UAB
UAB
Marshall
UL Lafayette
Correct Rate
81.25%
*NC State and Texas A&M DNP in a Bowl Game*

CFP Bowl Games
Team B
Winner
#3 Georgia
Georgia
#8 Ole Miss
Baylor
#11 Utah
Ohio State
#9 Oklahoma
Oklahoma
#5 Notre Dame
State
State
#15 Iowa
#22 Kentucky
Kentucky
#21 Arkansas
Penn State
Arkansas
#2 Michigan
#3 Georgia
Georgia
#1 Alabama
#4 Cincinnati
Alabama
#10 Michigan State #12 Pitt
Michigan State
#14 Oregon
#16 Oklahoma
Oklahoma
#19 Clemson
Iowa State
Clemson
#24 San Diego
San Diego
State
UTSA
State
#17 Wake Forest
Rutgers
Wake Forest
#20 Houston
Auburn
Houston
#21 BYU
UAB
UAB
#23 UL Lafayette
Marshall
UL Lafayette
Correct Rate
62.50%
*NC State and Texas A&M DNP in a Bowl Game*
Team A
#1 Alabama
#7 Baylor
#6 Ohio State

After analyzing each bowl game that a Top 25 team participated in, the Adjusted
wins system performed 18.75% better than the College Football Playoff, picking three
games more successfully. The games that were incorrectly picked by the new ranking
system were also picked by the College Football Playoff. The new system illustrates a
higher accuracy of picking teams with a win total of 9. While the BYU-UAB upset was
quite large, with most sources ranking UAB around 85 th, the adjusted wins had them at
17.5 wins, about 12 wins behind BYU (College Football News 2021). Although this
relates to anywhere from 10 to 20 ranking positions, it cannot be accurately determined
without running data for every team. The biggest difference in picks was the Notre
Dame-Oklahoma State game where #9 Oklahoma State upset #5 Notre Dame based on
the CFP rankings, whereas the Adjusted Wins ranking system had #4 Oklahoma State
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beating #11 Notre Dame. The College Football Playoff had Notre Dame as the first
team outside the playoff and a 4 rank favorite. The Adjusted Wins system had
Oklahoma State as the last spot in the playoffs and a 7 rank favorite over Notre Dame.
This most likely comes from Oklahoma State’s multiple road and Top 25 wins, while
Notre Dame had zero conference wins based on being an independent school and only
having one Top 25 win.

Conclusion
The Adjusted Wins ranking system shows promising results that illustrate its
potential as a long-term solution. Its focus on incorporating weightings from coaches
allows it to not only properly rank teams but also create a transparent system where the
reasoning behind each position is known. While the bias in the system cannot be
completely removed, it does a good job in using an expansive data set and multiple
points to judge a single team by. The system is successful in creating an accurate Top
25 ranking list that will make sure the teams that deserve to make the College Football
Playoff get in.
There is room for improvement in the system, as some wins can be double or
even triple counted. This is most evident with Iowa’s large movement up the table from
15 to 5. Two of their four wins were double counted as Top 25 wins and away wins
while another one was triple counted as it was also a rivalry game. While it is important
to add a weighting for each of these variables, it may be better to create a subcategory
for games that are counted twice and weight them only one time. The other major factor
that gets disregarded in this system is FBS Independent teams as demonstrated by
both BYU and Notre Dame dropping multiple positions. This is due to the added effect
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strength of conference gives to the average of 8 or 9 wins other teams were getting.
However, this is not believed to be detrimental to the equation as the independent
teams seem to be properly ranked in this format. Finally, the method has demonstrated
positive results for teams with 8 or more wins as the main data points are all from wins.
Teams with less wins will have very similar adjusted wins with a smaller variance, but
no data was collected to determine if it will weight low level teams as well as the top
teams. This just points towards the current system being best at creating a Top 25, and
specifically a Top 10 for the playoffs, instead of being expanded across the entire FBS.
Further, the system only ranks the Top 25 in Table III based on the final CFP
rankings of the regular season. This poses a weakness in the analysis as teams ranked
under the Top 25 could have been placed inside the ranking system. The main
reasoning behind stopping at the Top 25 comes from ranking teams with a high value of
wins. The difference between teams for adjusted wins as the number of wins decreases
pivots into focusing on types of losses, instead of types of wins. Comparing the results
for Table III is done using a McNemar test where the results of the games where only
ranked teams competed were considered. 9 of such games exist where the Adjusted
Wins system got 3 games correct over the CFP, both systems picked the same 4
games correctly, and both picked the same 2 games incorrectly. The two-sided p-value
of 0.25 does not conclude that the new method performs better than the CFP ranking
system. This points towards the need for more seasons to be retroactively explored to
ensure this year’s difference were a pattern and not a one-time event.
The Adjusted Wins system points towards using college football coaches as
experts in their field to rank teams. While the coaches poll brings in personal bias, using
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a mass data sample has eliminated the favoritism and prejudice that often gets looped
into individual results. This is best demonstrated by the results in Table IV. Most of the
upsets are from teams that are historically seen on TV or talked about such as Notre
Dame and Michigan, even though their resume is not as strong as their opponents.
Overall, the system transparently evaluates teams based on empirical data weighted by
coaches to create a comparable system to the board that selects the current playoff
contenders.
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